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1. INTRODUCTION 
For nonlinear mappings F : Rn - Rm, n = m + p, p 2 2, natural conditions exist that 
guarantee the solution set 
M = {z E Rn; F(z) = 0) (1.1) 
to have the structure of a differentiable, pdimensional manifold M in R”. We present here an 
algorithm for computing a simplicial approximation that covers either an a priori specified subset 
of such an implicitly defined p-dimensional manifold, or an entire manifold component which has 
no boundary, such as a sphere. 
In Computer Aided Geometric Design (CAGD) and related applications where n is restricted 
to either 2 or 3, manifolds are often parametrically defined; that is, defined ss the image set 
{x E R*; x = ip(u,u)} of some known parametrization mapping Cp : R2 + R”. In this case, 
various triangulation methods have been proposed, (see, e.g., [l] and the survey [2]) all of which 
represent, in essence, extensions of techniques developed for the triangulation of flat spaces. 
Manifolds appear in implicit form (1.1) in many other applications in science and engineering, 
such as constrained minimization, numerical quadrature over manifolds, sensitivity analysis of 
equilibrium problems, and others. So far, the case where manifolds are implicitly represented 
has not received as much attention in the computational mathematics literature. The earliest 
papers appear to be [3-5). A first method for the direct computation of local pieces of a simplicial 
approximation of the manifold M of (1.1) w&s presented in [6,7]. For the case p = 2, this method 
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was later globalized in [S] to allow for the computation of a simplicial approximation that covers 
a specified bounded domain of the manifold. Two other methods for two-dimensional manifolds 
were developed in [9,10]; in both cases, interest does not center on the explicit construction 
of a simplicial approximation of the implicitly given, two-dimensional manifold (l.l), but on 
tessellating it by a cell-complex. For a more detailed summary of the work which has been done 
on the numerical approximation of implicitly defined manifolds, see [ll]. 
Here, we present a further extension of the method given in [S]. In particular, the process is 
generalized to manifolds of arbitrary dimension and allows for the computation of a simplicial 
approximation that covers either a specified bounded domain of the manifold or an entire com- 
ponent of a compact manifold without boundary. In [S], a vertex point zc on the current “front”, 
or edge of the existing triangulation, has a partial neighborhood of triangles incident with it, 
along with a gap that still has to be filled with triangles. The process of filling in the gap using 
angle calculations, which is used in [S], has been replaced by a method for doing so by applying 
a Delaunay triangulation scheme to vertices of an existing partial neighborhood and a portion of 
a standard reference triangulation. A new method for detecting simplex overlap is the basis of a 
strategy used to complete triangulations of simple manifolds without boundary. 
As in [S], the algorithm, called MAMESH, works with an advancing front technique. It begins 
with a point z” E M which is added to the database that stores the simplicial approximation. A 
reflection algorithm of [12] is used to generate a sequentially triangulated reference neighborhood 
of the origin in RP. A first neighborhood around x0 is constructed by mapping the reference 
neighborhood into the tangent space T,oM, projecting its vertices onto M, and adding the new 
projected vertices to the data base. The starting front of the process is formed by those of the 
new vertices that are contained in the interior of the given domain of M. The others are marked 
as exterior vertices. 
In general, a step of the method consists of “filling in the gap” at a point zc on the current 
front; that is, completing a neighborhood of psimplices around xc. The step begins with the 
selection of a frontal point xc. Since the gap filling process occurs in the local coordinates of the 
tangent space T,=M, the existing simplices incident with xc are projected onto T,=M, and the 
direction vectors, or the edges which include xc, are normalized. This results in a normalized 
partial neighborhood of xc with a gap that still has to be filled. The gap is partly bounded by 
those existing facets that include xc and are open, i.e., that are incident with only one stored 
simplex of the current simplicial complex. 
Next, the reference neighborhood is mapped into T,cM, and those of its edges which share xc 
are normed to unit length. Two sets of the reference neighborhood points are eliminated from 
further consideration: 
(i) those which lie in the circumsphere of at least one simplex in the partial neighborhood 
of xc, and 
(ii) those which are too close to an existing open facet that contains xc. 
A Delaunay triangulation scheme is applied to the remaining reference neighborhood points and 
to the partial neighborhood points that are vertices of the open facets. The volumes of selected 
resulting simplices are found, namely, those simplices that contain only one vertex which is not 
in the partial neighborhood. If any simplices are smaller than a prespecified tolerated size, 
they are collapsed, the Delaunay process is repeated, and the volume check is performed again. 
When all simplices are of acceptable size, some of them are omitted, namely those which share 
interior points with simplices that exist in the partial neighborhood. Of those remaining, any 
simplex whose volume is too small and whose vertices all exist in the current simplicial complex 
is collapsed. This is done by identifying two vertices of such a simplex. At this point, the 
resulting set of new simplices is checked for compatibility with the existing partial neighborhood 
of simplices at xc. The two sets of simplices are compatible if each old open facet that still exists 
is now also a facet of one of the new simplices. If the two sets are not compatible, all of the above 
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gap computations are ignored, and the point zc is marked so as not to be considered again as a 
frontal point until it appears as a vertex in a subsequent new simplex. Otherwise, the process 
continues at zc by restoring the previously normalized remaining edges to their original lengths. 
Next, the method in [13] is used to test whether or not any remaining new Delaunay simplex 
overlaps with any nearby existing frontal simplex. If an overlap with nonempty interior exists, all 
of the above gap computations are ignored, and the point zc is marked so ss not to be considered 
again as a frontal point until it appears as a vertex in a subsequent new simplex. Otherwise, the 
resulting new points in T,=M are projected onto M and added, along with the newly created 
simplices and facets, to the data base. If these points belong to the given domain MO of M, 
they are also added to the front, otherwise they are tagged as exterior points. Finally, the step 
is completed by removing the current frontal point zc from the front, since it is now surrounded 
by a complete neighborhood of simplices. The process terminates when the front is empty. 
In Section 2, we give a brief summary of some background mathematical concepts needed for 
the development of the method. Then, Section 3 outlines the data structure used here, and 
Section 4 presents a detailed description of the algorithm. Several pseudoalgorithms are provided 
to explain the building blocks of the method, and one is given to summarize it. Finally, Section 5 
shows some numerical examples. 
2. BACKGROUND 
Throughout this paper, F : ‘D c Rn H Rm, n = m + p, p 2 2 is a given nonlinear mapping of 
class Cl on the open, connected domain 2) for which the first derivative DF(z) has rank m for 
all z E ‘D. Then it is well known that the solution set 
M = {x E 23; F(x) = 0) (2-l) 
is a pdimensional @-submanifold in R” without boundary. At any z E M, the tangent space 
T,M is identified with kerDF(z). 
As mentioned earlier, our algorithm computes a simplicial approximation that covers either an 
a priori specified subset MO c M, or an entire boundaryless component of M, such as a sphere. 
In both cases, we use MO to refer to the part of M which is to be approximated. We assume 
always that MO is a bounded set with a nonempty relative interior. Points in the relative interior 
of MO will be called interior points of MO, while all others are designated as exterior points. 
For the definition of MO in the first csse, where MO is specified a priori, we introduce the 
hyperplanes 
H~={zER”; (~-@)~di=O}, k=l ,*.*,n!&, (2.2) 
where b” E Rn is a unit vector normal to Hk and q” E Rn is a point in &. Then, with the 
corresponding half-spaces 
& = 
1 
zcRn; (z-qk)Tbk>O}, k=l,..., n/,, 
the set S = f& is a polyhedron in Rn. The desired subset of M will be the intersection 
Mo=SnM. 
As in [14], we introduce at any “current” point zc E M a tangential local coordinate system. 
For this, let the columns of UC E R nxp define an orthonormal basis of the tangent space T,=M 
at xc. Then, the implicit function theorem applied to the equation 
F (xc + U=y + DF (x~)~ z) = 0, yeRP, zeRrn (2.3) 
guarantees the existence of open neighborhoods UC of the origin of RP and V, c R” of xc, 
respectively, such that for any y E U,, there exists exactly one solution z of (2.3) with xc + Ucy + 
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DF(z~)~ J E V, and that the mapping l/r : l-4, I+ Rm, $(y) = z, is of class C’ on U,. Evidently, 
we have $(O) = 0 and D@(O) = 0, and 
@ : UC H Rn, @(y) = zc + UCy + DF (Zc)T $(y), QYEK (2.4) 
is a diffeomorphism from U, onto M n V,. From [14], it follows that Cp is a tangential local 
coordinate map at zc. We call y the (tangential) local coordinate vector of the point a(y) of it4 
relative to the tangent basis in UC, or simply the local coordinates of that point. 
The evaluation of a(y) is equivalent to projecting the part x = (zc + V”y) E TZEM orthogonal 
to T,.M onto M; that is, to solving the system 
F(x) 0 
(uc)T cx _xc) = y * > 0 (2.5) 
Thus, in general, we require, for any point z E R” sufficiently close to xc, the capability of 
projecting z onto M orthogonally to Tzc M. There are several ways of doing this. For example, 
as in (141, we may use the QR-factorization, with column pivoting, 
where P is an m x m permutation matrix, R is a nonsingular upper triangular m x m matrix, 
and ( 91 ~1) is an n x n orthogonal matrix partitioned such that Qi and Qz are n x m and n x p 
matrices, respectively. The p columns of Qz form the desired orthonormal basis of T,. M. 
Then, as shown in [14], the system in (2.5) can be solved by using the chord Gauss-Newton 
method 
which is implemented in the following algorithm. 
2.1. TLOCPAR 
Input: y E RP, x0, R, &I, Q2, P, jmax, tolerances, job, subroutine for F(x); 
if ‘job= 1’ then x:=x else x := x0 + Qzy endif; 
w := F(x); z := 0; j := 0; 
while ‘]].z]] or ]]zo]] exceed tolerances and j < jmax’ do: 
j:= j+l; Solve RTz = PTw for z E Rm; 
x := x - Qie; w := F(x); 
end while; 
output: x(= cp(y)). 
3. DATA STRUCTURE AND MANAGEMENT 
Any mesh generation algorithm depends critically on the data structure and management, 
for which there are many choices. Even though an object-oriented language such as C++ may 
be a better choice of language for this fairly complex application, we used FORTRAN because 
of our extensive experience with it. Also, we used the relational database approach to storing 
and managing data because it is judged to be the most natural model for the data generated 
by our application, given our use of FORTRAN. In particular, we used the relational database 
management system called VAX Bdb/VMS, which is often referred to as Rdb/VMS, and its 
interface language SQL. 
A primary reason for choosing a DBMS, instead of traditional file processing, was for its data 
abstraction property which eliminated the need to be concerned with all the particulars of storing 
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Table 1. Contents of one tuple of TNODES. 
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Attribute(s) 
nodnum 
Data Type 
integer 
Number of 
Attributes 
Description 
1 A unique node number. 
n&VP integer 1 Node type (see Table 2). 
X double precision n zj = jth coordinate of node nodnum, j = 1,. . . , n. 
211,. . . (UP double precision pxn 
IL: = jth coordinate of ith basis vector of T,M, 
i=l ,..., p, j = l,..., n. 
Table 2. Contents of one tuple of TSMPLX. 
Attribute(s) 
simnum 
VO,...,% 
Data Type 
integer 
integer 
Number of 
Attributes 
Description 
1 A unique simplex number. 
P+l Node numbers of the simplex’s vertices. 
b 
minedg 
maxedg 
nxref 
double precision 
double precision 
double precision 
integer 
bj = jth coordinate of the simplex’s barycenter, 
n j- ,...,n. ‘-1 
1 Length of the shortest edge of the simplex. 
1 Length of the longest edge of the simplex. 
1 
Node number of the vertex whose tangent bssis & is 
used to calculate rcond. 
rcond double precision 
Reciprocal condition number of matrix (v’, . . . , VP), 
1 where I’ E FV’ is xi - x0 in local coordinates, 
t= 1,. . . ,p, xi E Rn is coordinate vector of vertex ~4, 
i= ,...,p. 0 
det 1 double precision 1 2 1 detl x 10dets is the determinant of matrix ($, . . . ,gP). 1 
nrefin integer 1 A measure of the curvature of the manifold & near the 
simplex (see later). 
Table 3. Contents of one tuple of TFACET. 
Attribute(s) 
Data Number of 
Type Attributes 
Description 
facnum I integer I 1 I A unique facet number. I 
W,...rVp 
ml, ma 
81 
82 
integer 
integer 
integer 
integer 
P Node numbers of the facet’s vertices. 
2 Node numbers of nodes which lie opposite the facet. 
1 Simplex number of simplex u = conv{mr, ~1,. . . , up}. 
1 Simplex number of simplex u = conv(m2, ~1, . . . , up}. 
and managing the details of our fairly complex database. A DBMS also provides advantages of 
program-data independence, self-describing nature, ability to retrieve and update related data 
easily and efficiently, and capability for defining and enforcing integrity constraints. In addi- 
tion, use of a DBMS forces explicit distinction between the computational mathematics software 
and the data manipulation software, expediting the processes of developing and debugging the 
mathematical software. 
The overhead costs of using a DBMS were felt in the form of long program run times. Moni- 
toring showed that greater than 90% of the CPU time used by a run was allocated to database 
manipulation. However, since the computer code developed for this work was meant to demon- 
strate the feasibility of an approach rather than to optimize performance, the use of a DBMS 
was justified by the previously described benefits. 
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Using a relational model, the data generated by our application is represented by three relations 
named TNODES, TSMPLX, and TFACET, which stores information related to the manifold 
points found by the algorithm, the simplices having these points as vertices, and the facets of 
these simplices, respectively. Each tuple of TNODES, TSMPLX, and TFACET contains data 
describing or associated with a distinct node, simplex, and facet, respectively. The attributes 
of these three relations are described in Tables l-3. In any given tuple of TSMPLX, the node 
numbers of the simplex’s vertices are stored in an order that defines the simplex’s orientation. 
In any given tuple of TFACET, the node numbers of the facet’s vertices are stored in order of 
increasing value. 
Several integrity constraints are defined during database definition. The attribute nodnum 
is defined as the primary key of TNODES, and consequently, no duplicate node numbers are 
allowed in the relation. The primary keys of TSMPLX and TFACET are defined to be simnum 
and fucnum, respectively, resulting in analogous constraints on duplications of identification 
numbers. Relation indices, which allow direct access to the tuples in a relation to avoid sequential 
searching, are defined for relations TSMPLX and TFACET. For TSMPLX, the index is 
defined to be the set of attributes vc , . . . , vp, which are the simplices’ vertex numbers. The index 
definition specifies uniqueness, so that no duplication of a set of vertex numbers in TSMPLX, 
in the order in which they are stored, is allowed. A similar index, which also specifies uniqueness, 
is defined for the set of attributes ~1,. . . , up of TFACET. 
Name of 
Relation 
CENTERS 
FACETS 
FACETS2 
OVERLAP 
SMPLXS 
SMPLXSZ 
Table 4. Temporary relations. 
(Attributes) [Calling 
Parameters] 
Contents 
nodnum, I 
facnum, VI,. . . , up, 
facnum, ~1,. . . , wp, 
ncentr 
nodnum 
Tuples from TNODES where nodtyp = -1, 
that is, available frontal point tuples. 
Tuplee from TFACET corresponding to facets 
ml, mz, sr, s2 currently incident with only one 
simplex and having node ncentr ss a vertex. 
lkples from TFACET corresponding to facets 
ml, na2, sr, ss such that either they have node 
nodnum as a vertex, or their vertex set and 
node nodnum are the vertices of a simplex in 
TSMPLX. 
snnnum, vo,...,g x,r 
srmnum, vo, . . . , up, nod1 
TSMPLX tuples corresponding to simplices 
whose barycenter is within distance T from a 
given point x in Euclidean norm. 
TSMPLX tuplee corresponding to simplices 
maxedg, rcond, nxref which have node nod1 
as a vertex. 
srmnum, uo, . . . , up, nodr, nod2 
TSMPLX tuples corresponding to simplicee 
maxedg, rcond, nxref having node nod1 or 
node nod2 as a vertex. 
Being a high-level language, SQL allows for the specification and retrieval of selected attributes 
of many records, in other words, the creation of a temporary relation, in a single statement. 
Table 4 lists the temporary relations created, each one usually several times, during a run of our 
application program. 
Table 5 lists the operations defined on the database. 
4. THE TRIANGULATION ALGORITHM MAMESH 
In this section, several subalgorithms of the main algorithm MAMESH are mentioned and 
described. Pseudocode for most of these algorithms is given in [15]. 
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Table 5. Databsse operations. 
Name of 
Operation 
[Calling Parameters] 
facnum, u1 ,...,y,m1,sl 
Function 
Addfa Adds a new facet tuple to the TFACET relation. 
Addno nodnum, nodtyp, x 
simnum, uo, . . . ,v,, b, minedg, 
maxedg, nxref, rcond, n&in 
nodtyp, ul, . . . , up 
Adds a new node tuple to the TNODES 
relation. 
Addsp 
Addtan 
Adds a new simplex tuple to the TSMPLX 
relation. 
Updates TNODES tuple corresponding to node 
of most recent CENTERS tuple processed, ss 
follows: 
(1) Adds basis ul,. . . , Up of T,M, where 
z is coordinate vector of node. 
(2) Updates node type nodtyp of x. 
Chgfa 
Updates the attribute entries of the TFACET 
tuple correeponding to the most recently 
accessed tuple of the temporary relation 
FACETS2 
Chgno nodnum, nodtyp, x 
Updates node type nodtyp and node coor- 
dinatea x of node tuple having node number 
nodnum in TFACET. 
Cbgsp 
Updates the attribute entries of the TSMPLX 
uo, . . . ,up, b, minedg, maxedg, rcond, det tuple corresponding to the most recently 
accessed tuple of the temporary relation 
SMPLXS. 
Chglf facnum, ur ,...,vp,ml,m2,81,82 Updates the TFACET tuple corresponding to the facet whose fscet number is facnum. 
Getbas nodnum, U 
Gets the basis vectors of T,M, where x is the 
node whose node number is nodnum, and puts 
the vectors in the columns of the matrix U. 
Getfa facnum, ul,...,up Gets the next facet tuple from the current temporary relation named FACETS. 
Getfb facnum, ~1,. . . , vp, nodnum Gets the next facet tuple from the current temporary relation named FACETS2. 
Getno nodnum, x Gets next node tuple from current temporary relation CENTERS. 
Getsn slmnum, ~0, . . . , v, Gets the next simplex tuple from the current temporary relation named OVERLAP. 
Getsp 
Getx 
simnum, uo, . . . , wpr maxedg, 
nxref, rcond, det, nodl, nod2 
nodnum, nodtyp, x 
Gets the next simplex tuple from the current 
temporary relation named SMPLXS if nod1 = 
nodp, or from SMPLXS2 if nod1 # nodz. 
Gets the node type nodtyp and node coordi- 
nates x of the tuple in TNODES whose node 
number is nodnum. 
Getlf 
Open 
fscnum, WI ,....vp,ml,m2,81,8a 
tname 
Gets the facet tuple in TFACET whose vertex 
numbers are 01, . . . , up. 
Creates the temporary relation t-e. 
4.1. User Functions 
The user is assumed to define the problem by supplying the three subroutines described in 
Table 6. 
In the case where a polyhedral domain 5’ is specified in BNDS, the algorithm CHKBND 
determines whether or not a given point x E R” belongs to S. It does this by calculating the 
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Table 6. Subroutines supplied by user. 
Name of 
Subroutine 
FCT 
[Calling 
Parameters] 
r, F(z) 
DFCT I, DF(z) 
BNDS 
Function 
Defines the function F in (2.1) and returns the camp+ 
nents of F(r) evaluated at the given point z. 
Defines the Jacobian DF of F and returns the compo- 
nents of DF(z) evaluated at the given point 2. 
If nh > 0, definea the nh hyperplanea in (2.2) and 
wz,kbk,qk returns the components of the vectors bk and qk for a 
given k E (1,. . , nh}. 
signed Euclidean distance dk := (z - q”)Tbk from z to hyperplane Hk, for k = 1, . . . , nh. If 
dk 5 0 for some k, then x does not belong to S. Otherwise, x E S and CHKBND finds the 
distance dmin := mink dk between z and the nearest hyperplane Hknear. 
4.2. Computation of Neighborhood of Start Point 
The triangulation of the subset Mc c A4 of the manifold M begins with a user-supplied starting 
point z” E Rn which need not be on M. The process calculates the QR-factorization (2.6) of 
DF(zO)~ and uses the routine TLOCPAR, with x := x0 and job := 1, to project x0 onto 
a point xm E Ms. If TLOCPAR fails, the user is requested to supply a different starting 
point. Otherwise, algorithm REFNEI, which implements a method in [12] based on the so 
called concept of pivoting by reflection, generates a triangulation 7ref whose carrier 17refl is a 
closed convex neighborhood of the origin in Rp such that the origin is a vertex of each p-simplex 
in pef. The triangulation Ire’, which we call the reference triangulation, is generated starting 
with the p-simplex a1 [Z-O, . . . , 3’1 with vertices 
20 = 0 
9 it=$(IL-l+ek), k=l,..., p, 
where h is a step size, and {e’, . . . , ep) is the standard basis of Rp. Each point in the vertex set 
of 7ref is mapped onto the affine tangent space xm + TzmM, with 0 E 7ref c RP mapped to 
xm E Rn, and then projected onto M using again TLOCPAR. For h, either a user-supplied step 
size or a smaller one is used whichever guarantees successful projection of the first nonzero point 
in the vertex set of Fef onto M. (This first successful value of h is retained as the constant step 
size throughout the remainder of the triangulation.) The projected points inherit the connectivity 
pattern of the reference triangulation 7ref in RP. 
At this stage of the process, the algorithm has generated an approximating triangulation 7m 
of a neighborhood, relative to M, of the corrected start point xm in the following sense. Each 
k-simplex Qk E 7m, k = 0, . . . , p, approximates a bounded subset of M in a way such that the set 
of vertices V of bk satisfies V E Qk il M. For example, each pair (vl, v2) of vertices of a psimplex 
up E 7, is connected by a geodesic curve in M which is approximated in ‘ir, by the edge (ul, v2) 
of up. 
In preparation for storing 7, in the database, each of the ordered simplices in ‘T, is reordered 
first, if necessary, to ensure that all simplices have the same orientation. Uniform orientation is 
necessary for graphics purposes and any subsequent analysis which depends on normal vectors. 
The sequential process in REFNEI generates lref in a way such that the odd indexed simplices 
in lref have the orientation of al, and the even indexed simplices have the opposite orientation. 
The approximating triangulation 7m inherits this property of alternating orientation of its simplex 
sequence. To effect uniform orientation, the last two vertices of each even indexed simplex in Im 
are transposed. 
After the descriptive statistics listed in Table 2 are calculated for each of the psimplices of Im, 
the complete definition of Im, which has been constructed in temporary storage arrays, is added 
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to the SQL database. Specifically, the database interface routines Addno, Addfa, Chglf, and 
Addsp add all of the vertices, facets, and simplices of Im to the SQL database, and Addtan 
adds the basis of TsmM to the TNODES tuple for zm. 
4.3. Node ‘Types and Process Termination 
Generally, as mentioned earlier, a point of TNODES is either an interior point (of Me) or an 
exterior point. This can be determined by means of CBKBND. Any interior point is identified 
as a frontal point if it does not yet have a completed simplicial neighborhood. Accordingly, each 
point of TNODES is classified by assigning it a node type as shown in Table 7. The node type 
is updated as the triangulation progresses. A frontal point whose node type is either -2 or -3 
becomes available for processing again when its node type is changed back to -1. This occurs 
when the point appears as a vertex in a subsequent new simplex created when the neighborhood 
of an adjacent frontal point is completed. 
Table 7. Types of nodes in M. 
nodtyp Definition 
I I Frontal point z which is currently unavailable for processing due -3 to detection of facet incompatibility in last attempt to complete triangulated neighborhood of x. 
-2 
Frontal point x which is currently Un8vail8ble for processing due 
to detection of unscceptable simplex overlap in last attempt to 
complete triangulated neighborhood of 2. 
-1 I Frontal ooint which is currentlv available for nrocessinn. 
0 Interior point connected only to interior points. 
1 Interior point connected to 8n exterior point. 
1 2 Exterior point connected to an interior point. 
In a general sense, the frontal points available for processing form a queue. At each step of the 
process, the topmost point is removed from this queue and, when new points are computed, new 
frontal points may be added at the end. The process stops when the queue is empty. A more 
accurate description of this overall process is as follows. The temporary relation CENTERS is 
created several times during the process. Each time it is created, it is a queue of those TNODES 
tuples which correspond to frontal points that are currently available for processing. When a 
point is removed from this queue and processed, new frontal points with nodtyp = -1 may be 
created. Such new frontal points are added to the permanent relation TNODES, but they are not 
added to the current temporary table CENTERS. Since CENTERS remains static in this way, 
it is closed and recreated several times during the process, to recognize newly available frontal 
points. The process stops when CENTERS is empty upon attempted creation. 
4.4. Gap Computation 
Let zc denote the next frontal point taken from the queue. By definition, a partial triangu- 
lation 5 of a neighborhood of zc has already been calculated and stored. (The tilde in thii 
notation is used to indicate that ?= does not triangulate an entire neighborhood of 9, as 7m 
does at zm.) Figures 1 and 2 show typical examples of this existing part for the cases p = 2 and 
p = 3, respectively. Now the main task is to triangulate that portion of the neighborhood which 
is not yet triangulated and which we call the “gap”. As previously mentioned, this gap filling 
process takes place in the local coordinates of the tangent space T,&f. The portion of Figure 3 
that is labeled “Partial Triangulation” gives a view of the local representation in R2 of our p = 2 
example. The basic approach is to fill the gap with a subset T of a triangulation 7 of the set V of 
points consisting of the open facet vertices of I’, in local coordinates, and those vertices of T=’ 
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Figure 1. Example of a partial triangulation ‘& for the case p = 2. 
Figure 2. Example of a partial triangulation Fc for the case p = 3. 
which lie in the gap. The set T will be a proper subset of 7 if the origin 0 E RP is in the interior 
of convV, since in this case, the intersection of 171 and [?J, in the local coordinate space, has a 
nonempty interior. 
It is important to note here that the set T of gap-filling simplices at zc is constructed in 
temporary storage arrays. After its construction and definition are complete, we apply tests, 
which are subsequently described in Section 4.5, to determine whether or not appending T to 
the permanent (SQL) database would destroy the existing simplicial complex stored there. If the 
tests conclude that the complex would not be destroyed, we add T to the permanent database. 
Otherwise, we ignore the temporary description of T, mark zc by setting its node type to -2 or 
-3 as previously mentioned, so that we can return to it at some later time, and select the next 
frontal point from the queue. We now provide a detailed description of the construction of T and 
its addition to the database. 
From the data structure, the set 
S,={U+TSMPLXIZ~E~$; i=l,...,ns,}, 
of ns, psimplices that are incident with zc is immediately known. The set S, consists of all of 
the psimplices in the partial triangulation 5, and hence, S, completely defines ?c. It is then 
easy to retrieve the set 
v, = {Zkd E TNODES I zki E Fc; zki # zc; i = 1,. . . ,nv, 1 , 
of those nv, vertices, besides xc, that are in fc, and the set 
F’ = {& ETFACETI~~_~E~~; ssis NULL; z’~o:_i; i=l,...,n% , 1 
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of those n& open facets that are incident with zc. Let V, C V, denote the vertices, excluding zc, 
of the open facets in F,. Figure 1 shows these entities for our 2-dimensional manifold example. 
We map this setting to the local coordinate space ss follows. Let 
g= &cRPI$- “a 
{ ll~‘ll ’ 
f’ is a nonzero vertex of ye’; i = 1,. . . , nref 
1 
(4.1) 
denote the set of normalized reference neighborhood directions. We construct the set 
(cqT (xki - xc) 
(ItVcjT (%ki _ zcjii ; ’ = ” ’ * ’ ’ nvc ’ 
of nv, normalized local coordinate vectors for those edges in IC which are incident 
define its subset 
y” E Y 1 xki E i’, ) 
> 
(4.2) 
with xc, and 
of normalized open facet edges, in local coordinates. IA the example in Figure 3, Y = {y’, . . . , y5} 
and Y = {y’, y5}. 
Y’ z6 
2’ =A”= v=y5 
u=T’=(l,O) 
Rotated 
Reference 
Triangulation 
Figure 3. Normalized local representation ‘i$ of %, and the superimposed rotated 
normalii triangulation 72”‘, for the case p = 2. 
To begin the gap closing process, we find those directions u E 2 and v E Y which satisfy the 
minimum angle condition 
uTv= max.iiT6. 
ire2 (4.3) 
iX3 
IA other words, u and v are chosen so that the smaller angle CY between u and v is the minimum 
over those angles between the two vectors in all pairs {f&C}, ii E 2, 6 E Y. Figure 3 shows that, 
for our example for p = 2, these directions are u = Z1 = (1,0) and v = y5. Given ‘IL and 21, the 
algorithm ROTMAT constructs the p x p matrix A which rotates u into v through the angle a! 
between them, that is, such that Au = v. Then, A is applied to every direction ?? E 2, thereby 
rotating 2 into 
Z,={Z’ERP~Z~=A?$; i=l,...,n=f}. 
Let 7pf denote the resulting normalized and rotated reference triangulation. Specifically, rf is 
the triangulation whose vertices (0 E RP} U 2, inherit the connectivity pattern of Pd. Anal- 
ogously, let 5 denote the partial triangulation, in the local coordinate space, whose vertices 
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(0 E RP) U Y inherit the connectivity pattern of z. Also, let FO denote the open facets of s 
that are incident with 0 E RP. In our example in Figure 3, FO = {y"yl, y"y5}, where y” = (0,O). 
At this stage of the process, we have constructed what we will call a normalized local rep 
resentation ‘$0 of the partial triangulation ‘$, and on this, we have superimposed the rotated 
normalized reference triangulation 7, . ref Figure 3 shows this configuration for our example for 
p= 2. 
Now we select the subset Z,,, c 2, which lies in the gap by eliminating, in two stages, the 
complement of Z,,, relative to 2, as follows. In the first stage, algorithm DELPTl constructs 
the set 21 c 2, of those vertices of 2, which do not lie in the circumsphere of any psimplex 
in ‘$0. DELPTl calls CSPHER which calculates the center c and square of radius r2 of the 
circumsphere of a given set of points {w’, . . . , WY’} E RP by solving the system 
(c- w”)’ (c- WO) - (c - vi)’ (c- wi) = 0, i = 1,. . . ,p. 
In the second stage of elimination, algorithm DELPT2 removes each vertex a E 2, which is 
too close to an existing open facet op_i[wl,. . . , wp] E Fo, in the sense that the set {z, wl, . . . , wp} 
of vertices is nearly affinely dependent. To measure how close a set {z, wl, . . . , wp} of vertices 
is to being afhnely dependent, DELPT2 calls the algorithm CONDIT which calculates the 
maximum condition number )E = K(Z, w1 , . . . , wp) over the (p + 1) possible p x p matrices 
( WI-2 . . . wp-I), 
(z-d d-td . . . d-l-wj wj+l-wj . . . wp-wj)r j=l ,..., p-l, 
(e-WP wi-wp ,.. w”-‘-WP). 
This IC is compared to a maximum acceptable value firnaxr which is a user-defined multiple 
of the maximum value of IC(ZIO , . . . , VP), as described above, over all psimplices +O,. . . , VP] 
in 7ref. For each open facet a,_1 [w’, . . . , wf’] E Fo, DELPTP finds a vertex w” E 21 such 
that the circumsphere of the simplex 0 = conv (up--l U (~1')) contains no other vertex in 21. If 
K(WO, WI,. . . , wp) > IC,,,~, then 21 is reduced to 21 := Zi\{w”}. This process is repeated for the 
same open facet until a IE is found to satisfy K < ICKY. When K < tc,, for every open facet, we 
have our desired subset Zzap := 21 of reference triangulation vertices, in local coordinates. In 
our example shown in Figure 3, the first round of elimination performed by DELPTl reduces 
2, to Zi = {z~}, and the second round performed by DELPTS causes no changes, leaving 
Z gap = V). 
Now Joe’s Algorithm W in [16] constructs a pdimensional Delaunay triangulation 7&, of the 
point set V,, := (0 E RP} U ? U Z,,,. For the simplices of 7&,, to be compatible with those 
of 70, it is necessary that they all contain 0 ss a vertex. By construction, the points of V,,,\(O) 
all lie on the unit (p - 1)-sphere 9-l c RP centered at 0. Suppose there is a psimplex up E Isap 
which does not have 0 as a vertex. Then, all of its vertices lie on ,V1, which is therefore the 
circumsphere of up. But 0 E int SP-l and 0 E Vgap, violating the empty circumsphere property 
of the Delaunay triangulation. Therefore, each psimplex in 7sap has 0 as a vertex. Indeed, 
the reason for normalizing directions in the local coordinate space before filling the gap is to 
guarantee that every p-simplex up E 7sa, has 0 as a vertex. 
We must keep in mind that we want our resulting approximation of MO to be a simplicial 
complex. As mentioned before, if 0 is in the interior of conv Vgap, then there is a simplex 
Q E 7&l such that 
int (u fl8) # 0, for some 5 E 70, (4.4) 
so 5 u 7s*, is not a simplicial complex in this case. Figure 4 gives a simple example of this for 
the csse p = 2. In this example, the partial triangulation 70 has two 2-simplices, S1 and c2, and 
V gap = {y", y', y3, z4, zs, zs}. The Delaunay triangulation 7zap of the point set Vgap contains the 
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Figure 4. Example where 7” U Sap is not a simplicial complex, for the case p = 2. 
five Zsimplices G1, . . . , 05, where o1 is the shaded triangle y”y1y3. In this example, ‘& u ‘Z&, is 
not a simplicial complex because. int (ol n c-‘) # 0 and int (ol n G2) # 0. 
To remedy this situation, we delete from Isap each p-simplex u for which (4.4) holds. This 
is done by eliminating each psimplex Q E 7spap whose barycenter lies in one of the polyhedral 
cones associated with a psimplex cp E 70 as follows. For each p-simplex $, E 70 and for each 
facet $,_I of $,, define the hyperplane HG,_~ = aff spp-i, and let SC,_~ denote the half-space 
whose boundary is Hc,,_~ and which satisfies 6p c SZ~_~. For each sr, E 5, define the set 
pc, = n {se,-l I + isafacetof8~andOE6~-i}. 
Then Psp is a polyhedral cone with vertex 0. Algorithm DELSIMl deletes from ‘I-,, each 
psimplex Q whose barycenter b satisfies b E P 5, , for some & E I-. We again use 7& to name 
the resulting, and possibly smaller, set of simplices. When applied to our example in Figure 4, 
DELSIMl deletes o1 from 7sap. 
Now we restore the original lengths to all remaining directions in 7e U ‘I-,,. Specifically, 
wereseta’:= ’ rillP’II for every zi E Zsap, using the lengths {I(fill,i = l,...,nref} in (4.1) 
which were calculated when the reference triangulation 7ref was created. We also reset y’ := 
y’I((Uc)T(~kc - zc)II for every y’ E Y, using the lengths {lI(Vc)T(~ki - z’)ll,i = 1,. . . ,nv,} in 
(4.2) which were calculated when the partial triangulation 7c was retrieved from the database. 
The original lengths of the elements in Y c Y are also restored. 
At this point of the process, it is still possible that some new psimplex a, in the current 7sar, 
has an associated condition number IC, as defined by algorithm CONDIT, which is unacceptably 
large, indicating that a, is ill-shaped. This is possible only when none of the vertices of up are in 
z sap, since DELPTP already prevented the creation of ill-shaped simplices for potential simplices 
containing a vertex from the set Z,,,. An ill-shaped simplex containing no vertices from Z,,, 
typically occurs when a portion of the gap is very narrow. An example of this situation is shown 
in Figure 5 for the case p = 3. The strategy here is to delete all ill-shaped simplices from leap 
in a way that preserves the simplicial complex nature of the approximation constructed so far. 
Algorithm DELSIMS does this as follows. For every simplex a, E I&, that does not have a 
vertex in Zssp, DELSIM2 uses CONDIT to decide whether or not up is ill-shaped. If so, it 
selects two nonzero vertices y” E u, and yj E up to equate or identify, and it calls algorithm 
TESTS to check whether or not equating the two vertices would destroy or worsen the current 
simplicial complex. If the complex would be damaged or if some other simplex would become 
ill-shaped, another pair of nonzero vertices of a, is chosen and the test is repeated. Otherwise, 
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Figure 5. Example of a narrow gap causing ill-shaped simplicea in I&,. 
the algorithm performs all changes, to the database and temporary storage arrays, which together 
effect the collapse of or, along its edge y’$. Specifically, the manifold points xi = zc + Ucyi and 
d = xc + UCyj are replaced in the database with the projection x of (1/2)(x’ + xj) onto M, and 
the node number of the new point x is taken to be the minimum node number of xi and xj. Each 
simplex and facet which contains edge x”xj is deleted from the database. The simplex and facet 
characteristics listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively, are updated for each remaining database 
simplex and facet which contains either xi or xj as a vertex. In the temporary storage arrays, 
yi is replaced with (IY)~(x - xc) in the point set ?, yj is deleted from ?, and ?c and Isap are 
updated to reflect the elimination of a,. 
4.5. Detection of Overlap and Incompatibility 
The construction of 7sap, in the local coordinate space, is now complete. As mentioned before, 
we must determine whether or not appending ‘&sap to the permanent database, after projecting 
the vertices of ‘Z&n onto M, would destroy the existing simplicial complex stored there. This 
check includes two tests, one for simplex overlap and one for facet incompatibility, which we will 
subsequently define. 
Each step of advancing the triangulation is very local in the following sense. A step of the 
method begins with the selection of a frontal point xc having a node type of -1, if any such points 
still exist. Only those points, facets, and simplices which are incident with xc are retrieved from 
the database and considered during the process of completing the neighborhood of simplices 
incident with xc, to insure against overlap of simplices within the immediate neighborhood of xc. 
This local approach admits the possibility of global simplex overlap, which occurs when the 
intersection of a newly created simplex at the current center point xc and a previously created 
simplex, that is not incident with z c, has a nonempty interior in the local coordinate space 
at xc. Figure 6 shows an example of global simplex overlap introduced when attempting to 
complete a neighborhood of zc by complementing an existing partial neighborhood, outlined 
with a broken line, with the two new shaded simplices. Each of the shaded simplices intersects 
with existing simplices in a way that destroys the current simplicial complex. Since we want the 
final triangulation to be a simplicial complex, we regard a nonempty intersection of two simplices 
C+xe, . . . , 91 and o;[yO,..., yp] in the local coordinate space at xc ss being unacceptable if 
it contains interior points of both simplices, and acceptable, at least at this stage, otherwise. 
To determine whether or not two simplices have unacceptable intersection, we use algorithm 
OVRLAP which implements the approach of [13] that is based on formulating the problem as 
a linear inequality and using an iterative method developed by Stewart in [17] for solving linear 
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Figwe 6. Example of global simplex overlap. 
inequalities. OVRLAP calls LNSRCH, a backtracking line search algorithm of [18] which has 
convergence properties that guarantee the correct behavior of OVRLAP [ll]. 
Algorithm TESTOV, which calls OVRLAP, checks for unacceptable simplex overlap outside 
of the neighborhood of the current frontal point zc without necessarily checking for overlap with 
every existing p-simplex in the existing complex. It does this as follows. Let r,, denote the 
maximum edge length, in terms of the Euclidean distance in Rn, over all simplices in the current 
simplicial complex, and let re denote the maximum edge length over all simplices in the partial 
neighborhood 7c of zc. Each simplex a&O , . . . , UP] in 7&, is tested, in the local coordinate space 
at zc, against esch existing database simplex Zr,[zo,. . . , ~9’1 which has a frontal point vertex and 
whose barycenter is within a distance of r := rmax + rc from zc. To begin this test, we find the 
local coordinates y’ := (Uc)T(zi - z’), i = 0,. . . ,p, of the vertices of sp. If the quantity 
Det(w’ -u” . . . wP-TB~) x Det(y’ -y” . . . yp-y”) (4.5) 
is negative, then up and sp have opposite orientation in the local coordinate space. This indicates 
that the vertices of cp lie outside the open neighborhood of zc, relative to the manifold M, for 
which the local parametrization of M near zc is valid. We conclude that the simplex cp is located 
too far from a, to overlap with it. If the quantity in (4.5) is positive, then op and ep have the 
same orientation in the local coordinate sp&ce, and the previously discussed algorithm OVRLAP 
is used to conclude whether or not the two simplices overlap. 
If any tested pair of simplices overlaps, that is, if their intersection in the local coordinate 
space has nonempty interior, then, as mentioned earlier, 7,,,, is not projected onto the manifold 
and stored in the database. Rather, the current description of 7,,, which is stored in temporary 
arrays, is ignored. The point xc is marked by setting its node type to -2, and the next available 
frontal point is taken from the queue and processed. If no tested pair of simplices has unacceptable 
overlap, then the description of lgap at xc is retained, and the process continues at the current xc 
as follows. 
Recall that the set of new simplices 7s*, is defined to be compatible with the existing partial 
neighborhood ‘$0 if each open facet of 70 is now also a facet of one of the simplices of ‘I-,,,. After 
assigning node numbers to the new vertices in Isap, that is, to those vertices in 7sar, that are 
not in 70, we perform a simple check of such compatibility by comparing sets of node numbers. 
Specifically, we compare the vertex list of each open facet of 70 with the vertex list of every 
facet in Isap. If there is an open facet in 7s for which there is no matching facet in Isap, we 
conclude that 70 and lgap are not compatible. The current description of 7s,, is ignored, zc is 
marked by setting its node type to -3, and the next frontal point is taken from the queue. On 
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the other hand, if there is a matching facet in ‘I-,, for every open facet in Fe, then we continue 
the gap-filling process at zc as follows. 
4.6. Completion of Frontal Point Neighborhood 
For each new vertex y in Izap, algorithm NXTPNT projects the point zc + hUCy E T,.M 
onto M, beginning with a call to TLOCPAR. If TLOCPAR fails, indicating relatively large 
curvature of M near zc, a simple continuation process is started along the direction t := Ucy 
in the following way. A temporarily smaller stepsize htemp := h/2k, k = 1,2,. . . is chosen until 
either hemi, gets too small or TLOCPAR successfully projects the corresponding tangent point 
onto M. If htemp gets to be smaller than some minimum acceptable stepsize, the algorithm stops 
with an error return. Otherwise, once the first intermediate point ztemP E M is found, further 
continuation steps are taken with the successful stepsize htemp and in the same direction t until 
a point z E M is reached where the sum of the steps exceeds the original step size h. This z 
becomes the desired new point to be added to the database. The value of k in the definition of 
h temp is used as the measure nrefin of the curvature of the manifold near each simplex having z 
as a vertex. This measure was mentioned previously in Table 2. Although we do not use nrefin 
subsequently in our algorithm, it could be used as an indicator of how one may later want to 
refine the triangulation of MO to increase the accuracy of some analysis on the triangulation. 
Let 79 denote the set of psimplices in Rn whose vertices are projections of the vertices of 7s,, 
onto M, and which inherit the connectivities of the simplices of Isap. In preparation for storing 
79 in the database, we reorder each of the ordered simplices, if necessary, so that they have the 
same orientation as the simplices in the SQL database. To do this, we build a uniformly ordered 
set 7ord of simplices as follows. We initialize lord := Ic, since the simplices of Ic are uniformly 
ordered already, having been done so before they were added to the database. For one of the 
psimplices or, E 707_ having an open facet ur,_i incident with xc, we find a psimplex cr, E 7g 
that has op-r as a facet. The vertices of cr, are reordered so that the the position of each vertex 
of a,_1 in cr, is identical to its position in or,. With this new vertex order, ur, and cr, now have 
opposite orientation [ll]. To force the same orientation, we transpose the last two vertices of Gp. 
The reordered simplex 8p is appended to lord, and the process is repeated for each remaining 
simplex in 7g. 
After the descriptive statistics listed in Table 2 are calculated for each of the psimplices of 79, 
the now complete definition of 7-,, which has been constructed in temporary storage arrays, 
is added to the SQL database. In particular, the database interface routines Addfa, Chglf, 
Addsp, and Addno add all of the facets, reordered psimplices, and new vertices of 7g to the 
SQL database. Addtan updates the node type of xc and adds the basis of T,=M, which has 
been stored in the columns of the temporary array UC until now, to the TNODES tuple for 2’. 
4.7. Summary of the Process 
The following algorithm summarizes the entire triangulation process. Before each summary 
step or group of steps whose details are given in a subsection, we provide and underline the 
number and title of the relevant subsection for ease of referral. 
4.7.1. MAMESH 
Input: Start point x0, dimension n of x0, manifold dimension p, suggested step h, minimum 
allowable step hmin, total number nh of bounding hyperplanes, j max, C,, tolerances. 
/*4.2. Comnutation of Neighborhood of Start Point:*/ 
Call DFCT[xO, OF(x /*Get Jacobian OF(z”) of F at z”.*/ 
DF(xO)~P = (Ql, Qs)(t); /*Find the QR decomposition of DF(xO).*/ 
xm := TLOCPAR[xO, z”, R, &I, 92, P, j max, tolerances,l, FCT]; 
/*Project z” onto M.*/ 
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dmin := Chkbnd[zm, nh]; /*Check if zm E MO, i.e., if dmin > O.*/ 
if ‘dmin < 0’ then error return; endif; 
Call Addno[l, -1, z”]; /*Add xm to database.*/ 
$F(s”)TP = /*Find the QR decomposition of DF(zm).*/ 
:= 0 E Rp; = (h/fi)(Ek-i + ek), Ic = 1,. . . ,p; /*First simplex in RP.*/ 
:- CONDIT(ZO,. . , , P]; 
?%i.E~NEI[p, a[Z” , . . , , P]]; /*Find reference triangulation Fef.*/ 
for every o~[TJO, . . . , VP] E lref do: 
K *- max(rc,,,, CONDIT[u’, . . . , VP]); max *- 
end for; 
mm := c, x IEm& /*Define maximum allowable condition number.*/ 
;all NXTPNT[Il, xm, h, h min, R, &I, U, P, j max,tolerances,FCT, DFCT, 1, 
nh, x1, nodtyp’, k’]; /*Find projection z1 of zm + UZ’ onto M; adjust h.*/ 
for every nonzero vertex vi of Iref, vi # vi := E’ do: 
Call NXTPNT[v”, xrn, h, hmin, R, &I, U, P, j max, tolerances, FCT, 
DFCT, 2, nh, zi, nodtypi, ki]; /*Project xm + Uv” onto nli.*/ 
end for; 
Store resulting neighborhood of (p + l)! simplices of xm in database; 
Remove xm from the front; 
done :=.FALSE.; 
while ‘ .NOT. done’ do: 
Call Open[CENTERS]; /*Open temporary relation of frontal points.*/ 
if ‘CENTERS is empty’ then done := .TRUE.; 
else 
/*4.3. Node Tvnes and Process Termination:*/ 
while ‘CENTERS is not empty’ do: 
/*4.4. Gao Gomnutation:*/ 
Call Getno[n,, xc]; /*Get next node from CENTERS.*/ 
Call DFCT[x’, DF(xC)]; /*Get Jacobian DF(xC) of F at xc.*/ 
DF(x~)~P = (Qi, U)(t); /*Find QR decomposition of DF(xC).*/ 
Retrieve psimplices S, = {c$ ; i = 1, . . . , ns,} C Tc 
(i.e., all psimplices incident with 2”); 
Retrieve vertices V, = xk* rt t i  open facets F{ = ‘$ T; i = 1,. . . , nd incident with xc; 
k ‘=I , . . . , n&} incident with xc; 
c := {v E V, 1 v E op-:, for ‘sdmi up-i E F,); 
/*Separate out the open facet vertices.*/ 
2 := {ri/(/Zq) 1 Ii is a nonzero vertex of Iref}; /*Normalize 7wf.*/ 
Y := {y’ = UT(xki - zc)/IIUT(xki - x”)ll; i = 1,. . . ,nv,}; /*V,, in local coordi- 
nates.*/ 
f;;Jy,UT(x - xc)/llUT(x - xc)(( E Y ( x E c}; /*pi, in local coordinates.*/ 
iiEZ 69; 
GE3 
A := ROTMAT[u, v, maxcos]; /*Find rotation matrix A.*/ 
z *= {z = AZ, VZ E 2); /*Rotate all E E Z.*/ 
A&ss 7ref the rotated and normalized 7ref* 
Access $, he normalized f=, in the local coordinate space; 
Access Fo, the set of open facets of 5 that are incident with 0; 
21 := DELPTl[?s, Z,, tolerance e]; /*Find subset 21 c Z,.*/ 
Z KaP := DELPT2[Fs, 21, tolerances E, IC,,,]; 
/*Find acceptable gap points.*/ 
I sap := AlgorithmW[V,,, := (0) U P U Zgap]; 
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/*Find Delaunay triangulation 7sgap of I&,,.*/ 
Call DELSIMl[&, 51; 
/*Delete from Isap each op that overlaps with some ep E To.*/ 
y” := #]]uT(zki - z’)]], Vyi E Y; /*Restore original lengths to Y.*/ 
9 := z$zi]], vzi E zsq,; /*Restore original lengths to all zi E Zsap.*/ 
7&, := DELSIM2[zC, R, &I, U, P, j max, tolerances, ‘&sap, p, Zsap, K,,,]; 
/*Delete ill-shaped psimplices from ‘I&,.*/ 
/*4.5. Detection of Overlan and Incomnatibilitv:*/ 
olap := TESTOV[zC, U, 7& detref, ‘&sap, n9, r, 60, eg, E,]; 
if ‘olap 2 0’ and ‘70 and 7sap are compatible’ then 
/*4.6. Completion of Frontal Point Nekhborhood:*/ 
for every new point zi E Zsap do: 
Call NXTPNT[zi, 9, h, &in, R, &I, U, P, j max, tolerances, 
FCT, DFCT, 2, nh, xi, nodtypi, k?]; 
/*Find projection xi of xc + Uz’ onto M.*/ 
end for; 
Store projected new points {xi} and new facets in database; 
Calculate simplex characteristics of new simplices; 
Store new simplices and basis U of T,=M in database; 
Update node type of zc; /*Remove xc from the front.*/ 
Update node type of vertices whose node type is less than -1; 
endif; 
end while; 
end if; 
end while; 
Output: Database containing vertices, facets, and simplices of a triangulation 
of MO. With each vertex a basis of the tangent space is stored as well. 
5. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS 
In order to demonstrate the performance of the algorithm MAMESH, we present two of the 
simplest examples of two-dimensional manifolds in R3 that have no boundary, namely, the unit 
sphere in R3 and a torus in R 3. We present them to verify that the algorithm gives expected re- 
sults for two-dimensional manifolds in R3. Two practical applications from electrical engineering, 
one involving a three-dimensional manifold in R5, are given in [l l]. 
a b 
Figure 7. Two triangulations by MAMESH of the Zsphere. Mesh (a) was generated 
using C, = 2, and (b) using C, = 3. 
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As the first example, we consider the unit sphere in R3, defined implicitly by 
Figure 7a shows a view of the triangulation computed by MAMESH using the starting point 
z = (zr,zs,zs) = (O,O, l), the stepsize h = 0.5, the condition number factor C, = 2, and no 
bounding hyperplanes. The view, a projection of the “southern” hemisphere 2s < 0 onto the 
(zr, zs)-plane, shows a shaded region indicating a hole that remained because each of the four 
nodes on the front (the boundary of the hole) had a node type of either -2 or -3 at the end of 
the process. 
Figure 7b shows a view of a second triangulation constructed by MAMESH using the same 
inputs as before except the condition number factor was taken to be C, = 3. The view, which 
is the same as before, indicates a narrow elongated unfilled gap that remained upon normal 
termination of the process, again because each of the nodes on the front had a node type less 
than -1 at the end of the process. Together, these two triangulations demonstrate the sensitivity 
of the algorithm to C,. 
. 
Figure 8. Torus with central core of radius a and circular section of radius b. 
As the second example, we consider a torus in R 3. Suppose the point P = (~1,~2,~3) E R3 
lies on the torus. Let the vertical plane parallel to the zs-axis, through the center of the torus 
and through P, cut the torus in the circle shown in Figure 8. Then, in the notation of Figure 8, 
where a is the radius of the central “core” and b is the radius of the circular section, the torus is 
defined implicitly by F(z) = ( A (4 f~(z) fs(4 )T : R6 I-+ R3, where 
fi(X) = x:: + xf - (a -I- bx3)2, 
fi(Z) = 23 - b24, 
f3(2) = xi + .g - 1, 
(5.1) 
Figure 9 shows the results obtained with a = 1, b = l/2, stepsize h = 0.35, condition number 
factor C, = 2, and start point (~1,z~,zs,z4,z~) = (1,0,(1/2),1,0). Figures 9a and 9b show 
the projections, onto the (zr,zs)-plane, of the halves of the triangulation in (zr,~,zs) space 
satisfying x3 > 0 and 2s < 0, respectively. Together they show the narrow connected gap which 
remains because each frontal point has node type -2. 
The two examples of unbounded submanifolds considered in this section demonstrate how 
effective the simplex overlap algorithm in [13] is at detecting and preventing simplex overlap. 
To complete triangulations of such unbounded manifolds, an algorithm is needed to close up the 
narrow gaps which currently result due to the strategy followed when simplex overlap is detected. 
In cases similar to the first example, closing up the gap may simply involve allowing the step size 
to vary when there are no more points having a node type of -1, so that potential new edges 
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a b 
Figure 9. Two views of a triangulation by MAMESH of the manifold defined by (5.1). 
View from z3 > 0 is given in (a), and view from zs < 0 is given in (b). 
emanating from a remaining frontal point can be shrunk in size until simplex overlap is no longer 
detected; the hole would eventually disappear due to node identifications. In other cases where 
the submanifold has a more complicated topology, as in the second example of the torus which 
is an object with a hole, a more sophisticated strategy is required. 
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